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Crypto mining rigs found
in NUS UTown apartment
Residents cautioned against activities that
may cause fire or any other kind of hazard
Jean Iau

The National University of Singapore’s (NUS) UTown Residence
has cautioned residents against
cryptocurrency mining in their
rooms after it found mining rigs installed in a resident’s apartment.
According to an advisory from

the UTown Residence Management Office on Monday seen by
The Straits Times, the mining rigs
were found during a routine inspection last week.
The advisory included a picture
of mining equipment, set up next
to a sofa and plugged into a threeway socket extension point, with a
small standing fan on the floor
pointed up towards the rig.

“The devices were emitting unusually high heat dissipation,” the
e-mail advisory stated, adding that
this was a fire hazard. “These devices consume extremely high levels of energy which can overload
our electrical circuit boards and
cause power outages.”
The management office referred
residents to their housing agreements which state that activities
that may cause fire, explosion, the
release of toxic materials or any
kind of hazard to the residents are
strictly prohibited.
The office added that disci-

plinary action will be enforced for
those who do not comply with the
rules.
UTown Residence told ST yesterday that residents were told that
crypto mining rigs are strictly prohibited as these consume very high
levels of energy and emit unusually
large amounts of heat, posing a fire
hazard and the risk of power outages. “We are investigating this
matter and have ordered the equipment to be removed for the safety
of our residents,” said a spokesman for UTown Residence.
Crypto mining refers to a verifica-

Edtech firm lauded
for pivoting business
during pandemic
Bryan Cheong

President Halimah Yacob being briefed by KooBits Learning co-founder Eugene
Jiang during a visit to the educational technology firm’s office at Keppel Bay
Tower yesterday. The company, which provides a gamification learning platform
for mathematics, pivoted its school product from a business-to-business model to
a business-to-consumer one during the pandemic. ST PHOTO: ALPHONSUS CHERN

The pandemic was a testing time
for KooBits Learning when its
business-to-business (B2B) model
took a hit from school closures and
a drop in enrolment in private
schools across South-east Asia.
But its chief executive officer
and founder Stanley Han, 41, has
scored a turnaround by pivoting its
school product to a business-toconsumer (B2C) one.

The educational technology firm
provides an artificial intelligenceenabled, personalised, gamification learning platform for mathematics that allows children to learn
anytime, anywhere. A version for
science was launched in January.
Mr Han said: “Having to pivot to
a (B2C) model in 2020 was a drastic move. We threw money into social media advertising without
knowing anything, and the organisational transformation has been a
challenge.
“I managed to recruit profession-
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tion and currency creation process
where powerful computers race
one another to process transactions, solving complex mathematical problems that require quintillions of numerical guesses a second. Miners can be rewarded with
new cryptocurrency and transaction fees.
The New York Times reported

last month that for the popular
cryptocurrency Bitcoin, researchers estimate that a single
transaction requires more than
2,000 kilowatt hours of electricity,
which is enough energy to power
the average American household
for 73 days.

als to help grow the team and business. Our expansion led to more
workers joining us, and during the
pandemic, their pay was even increased as they had to take on various responsibilities.”
The new approach sees KooBits
targeting parents who have taken
on the role of being their children’s
teachers, especially when schools
were closed during the pandemic.
Within nine months, its B2C
sales had overtaken its B2B sales.
The platform also used artificial
intelligence technology to translate and localise the educational
concepts to accommodate international users.
In January last year, its school business rebounded as more schools
signed up to prepare for a new learning experience in a post-Covid-19
era. Today, KooBits has more than
200,000 students from more than
50 countries using its platform.
Its achievements were noted yesterday by President Halimah Ya-

cob, who visited the KooBits Learning office at Keppel Bay Tower.
Madam Halimah has visited
small and medium-sized enterprises during the pandemic to see
how they are adapting. She noted
how KooBits has innovated and
leveraged technology in order to
pivot its business model and expand its customer base.
“The platform is engaging and
the content is comprehensive,”
she said. “Besides, the education
technology sector is growing. The
ability to continuously innovate
and be creative allows firms to find
new opportunities.”
She added: “KooBits shows that
leveraging technology allows
firms to scale up their business operations, as they are not confined
by physical constraints. The Government will continue to support
SMEs to internationalise and innovate in order to diversify.”
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Panama to collaborate
further with S’pore’s
ITE on skills training
Ng Wei Kai

Panama will be taking further
steps to deepen the relationship
between its Instituto Tecnico Superior Especializado (ITSE) and
Singapore’s Institute of Technical
Education (ITE), said Panamanian
Foreign Minister Erika Mouynes.
Panama has modelled its vocational education institute on Singapore’s, and now that the infrastructure is complete, it will be
looking to adopt teaching and
other practices such as industry
immersion from ITE, she added.
Ms Mouynes, who was speaking to The Straits Times yesterday morning, a day after visiting
ITE Central in Ang Mo Kio, said:
“We’re looking for a model like
Singapore’s where you get inputs
from the industry in terms of
what skill sets are required in order to prepare curriculum.
“We want to make sure students remain engaged and truly
prepared for the outside world
and for vocational students to be
doing things that are practical
and in tune to the reality of
what’s needed in the workplace.”
During her visit to the campus
on Monday, Ms Mouynes signed a
memorandum of understanding
with ITE Education Services – the
institute’s education consultancy
arm – to deepen collaboration in
skills education and training.
ITE Education Services chief executive officer Bruce Poh said:
“Moving forward, Panama’s ITSE
plans to engage ITE Education
Services to review its existing
training curriculum and develop
its trainers’ pedagogical and technical capability.”
This follows on from previous
engagements between the two
institutions, which included an
on-site study by Singapore’s ITE
to understand skills-training
needs and gaps in Panama.
ITE Education Services also
conducted a workshop on campus planning and development
for ITSE and an executive development workshop for ITSE leaders, and provided curriculum materials, he added.
Panama’s ITSE building was
completed in 2019 and its campus was designed by Singapore
firm RSP Architects Engineers
and Planners, which also designed Nanyang Technological

University’s Academic Building
South and the Singapore Institute of Technology’s Punggol
Campus Court.
Ms Mouynes met Prime Minister Lee Hsien Loong at the Istana
on Monday. Over the last week,
she has been in China, Vietnam
and Indonesia, and will be leaving for home today.
Panama, a nation of 4.3 million
on the southern tip of Central
America, is in a similar economic
position as Singapore as a hub for
trade and connectivity, she said.
“We are the bridge to the Americas and we’re hoping Singapore
will be a bridge to South-east Asia
for Panama.” She added that
Panama intends to join Asean’s
Treaty of Amity and Cooperation –
a peace treaty established in 1976.
Panama is also looking to improve commercial ties with Singapore and Asia, which would include the flow of Panamanian
goods like poultry and seafood to
Asia and vice versa, she added.
“For Singapore, ties with
Panama can open all the markets
of the Latin American countries.”
Roughly $368 billion worth of
cargo passes through the Panama
Canal yearly, according to the International Finance Corporation,
and it serves more than 140 maritime routes to over 80 countries.
The artificial canal – which
opened in 1914 – connects the Atlantic and Pacific oceans, greatly
reducing the time taken for ships
to travel between them, as they
are able to avoid going around
the tip of South America.
Ms Mouynes said she was also
in Singapore to discuss possible
collaboration on sustainability.
“Panama is one of three carbonnegative countries in the world –
including Suriname and Bhutan –
which means that we emit less carbon than our forests capture,” she
said. “Seeing that Singapore is
now very focused on sustainability means that we can both promote greener investment and the
blue carbon market.”
Blue carbon refers to coastal
ecosystems such as mangroves
that absorb carbon dioxide, a
greenhouse gas.
She added that on her visit to
ITE, she saw that the school had
incorporated sustainability into
its curriculum, which is what
Panama is looking to do as well.
ngweikai@sph.com.sg

Institute of Technical Education student Muhammad Rayyan Faiszal trying his hand at unrolling power cables from a mobile generator during a tour of SP Group’s
electricity command centre in Ayer Rajah yesterday. The 19-year-old works at a wet market on weekends to help support his family. ST PHOTO: JASON QUAH

450 ITE engineering
students to benefit
from new study award
Nicole Cheah

A total of 450 students pursuing
engineering courses at the Institute of Technical Education (ITE)
will be able to tap a new study
award to help finance their studies
and daily expenses.
They will receive a total of
$3,000 each under the SP Group
Engineering Study Awards,
through a donation of $1.35 million
by the Singapore utility group.

Three separate cohorts of 150 students from low-income families
will benefit from the awards over
the next three years from July.
ITE chief executive Low Khah
Gek said at the launch of the
awards yesterday: “With this study
award, our financially needy students can take on fewer part-time
jobs, and instead focus more on
their studies and excel.”
Mr Muhammad Rayyan Faiszal,
19, who works at a wet market on
weekends, is among the first batch
of students to receive the awards.

Muhammad Rayyan Faiszal and
Celeste Koh Xing En are among the
first batch of students to receive the
SP Group Engineering Study Awards.

The first-year Nitec student in
electrical technology at ITE College West said: “I am happy to receive the award as it relieves the
pressure of having to think about
putting in more hours at work and
earning more for my family.”
His mother works in sales and
his father is a Grab driver.
The awards are given to students
based on their good academic performance and conduct.
Ms Celeste Koh Xing En, 17, a

first-year Nitec student in the
mechatronics and robotics course,
said the award will help her financially and is also a good barometer
of her progress in school.
Ms Koh, who lives in a tworoom rental flat with her mother
and older brother, added: “When
my mum heard that I got this
award, she was quite happy as it
showed that my efforts were producing results.”
In addition to the study awards,
SP will also provide work-study
stints in power grid, sustainable energy, and new technologies for ITE
students.
It will also provide mentorships
with its engineers, some of whom
are ITE alumni.
Over the years, SP has awarded
more than 450 education scholarships, sponsorships and book
prizes amounting to $10 million to
students in the field of engineering.
nicolecheah@sph.com.sg

